
Door MoT Service
Breathe new life back into your doors! 

Do your external doors need an MOT?  We all ensure our cars are 
good to go.  We even join a gym to attempt to keep fit but have 
you considered ensuring your doors might need a little TLC every 
now and again.  If like the majority of the UK population you might 
only consider this when something significant happens such as the 
lock malfunctioning and you find yourself left out in the cold or, 
less appealing, your door or doors are vulnerable and have been 
compromised, and you find that an unwanted guest has entered 
your home! 

Here at DG Servicing we are offering you the opportunity to 
ensure your doors are in as best condition as possible without 
the need for costly replacement and are as secure as possible for 
unwanted attention!

Points to look out for that may indicate  
your door needs a service!

• Catches when opened or closed

• Letting in a draught

• You can see daylight between the sash and the frame

• When locking the door you need to lift the door  
or give it a kick or nudge

• It just doesn’t feel right!

For the one off cost of £75.00 + vat (£90.00)

We will visit your home to adjust and align your door sash so that 
the locking system is correctly aligned with the receivers/kept 
securely on the frame.   Our service will include any combination 
of the techniques listed below:

• Depending on the construction of your door we can adjust the 
glazing position or “toe and heal” the door by removing the 
sealed unit and repacking it to help support the door sash.

• Most doors have some form of adjustable hinges.  We may use 
these adjustment points to help re-align your door.

• We can re-fix your frame if it hasn’t been correctly installed.

This is just one part of our preventative maintenance services that 
are designed to prolong the life of your doors and windows.  If you 
are experiencing any of the symptoms listed above then a Door 
MOT Service could extend the working life of your door hardware 
avoiding costly replacement components. 

If we find that some parts of your door have already failed or 
broken we will then quote you to replace the broken part which 
should then have a longer lifespan given that your door will be in 
its optimum operational position!
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